With the ELITE SHARK CA700, Sharkoon presents an impressive premium case. Its striking contours and high-quality workmanship
harmonize with the numerous features and the colossal dimensions that all make up the CA700. Up to eight RGB fans and a
water-cooling system with two 360 mm radiators can all find room inside the case, and the graphics card can also be positioned
vertically. In addition, the case body can be tilted and locked in four positions via its base.

Ideal Cooling Performance
In an elegant design, the ELITE SHARK CA700 has
been formed in such a way that there are opportunities from all sides of the case to create an ideal
airflow. Even when the system is being used at full
capacity, an ideal cooling will always be ensured.
There are installation options for up to eight 120 mm
RGB LED fans to effectively cool down the installed
components. Five fans are already pre-installed for
immediate use.

Of course, the interior of the ELITE SHARK CA700
can also be water cooled. However, what is special
about the case is the possibility of installing two 360
mm radiators at the same: one in the top of the case
and another next to the mainboard.
The pump or the reservoir can be attached either
upright onto the bottom of the case or onto a
removable mounting panel next to the mainboard tray.

Options for an Impressive Illumination
The sheer size of the case allows for a correspondingly open display of the illuminated components.
These, along with an extensive water-cooling system,
will come brilliantly into their own. If desired, the
graphics card can be installed vertically and thus be
allowed to shine in all its splendor through the side
panel made of tempered glass.

Futuristic Design
Usual PC cases can normally be recognized by their
simple, rectangular forms.
But the ELITE SHARK CA700 is far from usual, and
that is also reflected in its design and shape: Its
six-sided contour immediately attracts attention, as
does its futuristic, open-frame design, which ensures
a continuous air flow.
Style and efficiency have never been harmonized
better. Extravagance that shows that you belong to
the elite.

Truly Unique
The ELITE SHARK CA700 impresses with its
extraordinary form including its single, large base. The
case is therefore not only an eye-catcher in itself, but
also offers the option of being tilted and locked in
four positions.

On the right side of the case, the cables can be easily
and cleverly arranged and then concealed behind the
side panel. The glass side panel, on the left side, can
be easily installed or removed thanks to a mounting
bracket which supports the panel from underneath.
Protective PTFE pads allow the front panel to be
opened smoothly without leaving any scratches on
the paintwork.
To allow access to the RGB fans, not only the front
panel but also the top panel can be opened. These
can also be fixed in position using the included hex
key. In this way, the panels do not have to be
continually held in place, and both hands are free for
working on the case and the fans.

A Lot of Space for a Lot of Performance
Large graphics cards up to a length of 47.5 cm can be
easily installed without exceeding the limits of the
case or restricting the use of the other slots when
these are required.
Up to two 3.5" HDDs or six 2.5" SSDs can be installed
in the CA700, as well as a CPU cooler of up to 16.5 cm.

Everything on Board
To ensure that there are no limits when creating your
hardware build, the CA700 comes with two mounting frames to vertically install a graphics card: one for
cards that require two slots and one for cards that
require three slots. Of course, in addition to the two
mounting frames, a high-quality riser cable is also
included.

